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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introduce yourself and the program. Talk about the Training Suite as a set of workshops and lectures designed by Ministry of Transport and Communications Cyber Safety Team to serve Students, Parents and Teachers. Highlight the need to spread the knowledge about safe and unsafe behavior online in school communities. Make it a brief introduction but remember to introduce yourself and the MOTE.Tell the participants what are the reasons for cyber safety being an important issue:Everyone uses technology now and cyber safety is about using technology safelyEven adults feel more confident when they know the rules of social life in different settings. For children it is even more important and cyber safety provides us with a set of rules.Safety is one of the basic human needs and cyber safety is one of the basic needs of a technology userPeople spend a lot of time using devices and they want to know they don’t have to fear anything.
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Cyber safety – definition

Definition of Internet Safety
- By Alice Hudson, eHow Contributor

Internet safety is important for you and your family. Broadly, the term refers to practices and 
precautions you should observe when using the Internet, so as to ensure that your personal 
information and your computer remains safe. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a slide where you have an opportunity to explain what cyber safety means. You can suggest the participants read more. Show the website on the projector: Definition of Internet Safety | eHow.com http://www.ehow.com/about_6577504_definition-internet-safety.html#ixzz23JBzQu00Encourage participants to browse the internet on their own. Tell them that they can simply type cyber safety in Google and go through the results. Talk to the participants about the importance of the internet and its role in education and exploring the world. Highlight the fact that the Internet can be an important factor in spreading information and popularizing ideas. Remind them that apart from the benefits, there are also some threats connected to Internet use and therefore we should learn about cyber safety – the safety online. Cyber safety is not limited to computers only. It involves all devices with online access that allow interaction between users. Change the slide 
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Cyber safety – devices

So what devices can actually have internet access?

PCs, notebooks, ultra-books, tablets, GPSs, game consoles, smartphones, etc. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Encourage participants to give you examples based on the pictures and their own experience.Examples: PC’sNotebooksUltrabooksTabletsGPS’sGame consolesSmartphonesTell participants all those devices allow internet access and therefore we need to think of cyber safety in order to protect ourselves and other members of our families (especially children)
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Cyber safety – basic principles

Spreading a positive approach towards 

technology 

Encouraging people to learn about the risks 

connected with ICT use and find ways to 

protect themselves 

Finding ways to protect yourself and other IT 

users

For adults – finding the right balance between 

trust and understanding in upbringing

Basic Principles:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a slide where you have an opportunity to introduce cyber safety principlesIn a school environment this means: convincing parents that IT is good for their children when they know how to use it safely, making students, parents and teachers aware of the fact that there are dangers but there are also ways to avoid them, making IT users active cyber safety explorers, incorporating cyber safety messages into regular life – using different situations to talk about cyber safety,designing awareness programs, cooperating with relevant authorities to raise awareness, more institutional approachLearning how to set rules and build trust with your child in a way the rules or the trust do not cover real communication but make it easier and more effective (too much trust can lead to believing in everything or neglecting your child, while too many rules may lead to frustration and reactance in your child). You need to find a middle way to bring up a trusting and well behaved child. The main idea behind the presented principles is to popularize cyber safety as a way of making the online environment safe. The other important idea accompanying cyber safety education should be the appreciation of benefits coming with technology. People tend to diminish the value of technology in comparison to the threats it may bring, whilst forgetting about all the advantages. Remind the participants that technology is just a means and it’s people who make it good or evil. And that is the reason for the importance of introducing cyber safety into our life. When all technology users make an effort to follow basic cyber safety rules the number of threats and their severity will decrease significantly. So our aim is to spread the knowledge and encourage others to think positively about technology, remembering about the negative side but trying to take the best out of it avoiding the threats.Ask participants what benefits of technology they can name (just 3-4 to save time), and what threats (also 3-4). What can we do to avoid those threats? Change the slide after they give their examples or in case they don’t have examples at all.
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Cyber safety – benefits, threats and remedies

Benefits Threats Remedies

Education

Meeting people

Shopping online

Contacting family on long distance

Strangers online

Waste of time

Prefer online than offline 
communication

Hacking

Limit time online

Manage online friends

Transactions with reliable sites

Keep in touch in face-to-face 
conversations

Protect passwords

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Examples of benefits: education, meeting people, contacting family even if we are far away, shopping online etc.Examples of threats: waste of time, we can contact strangers that want to hurt us, sometimes we stop contacting with people in real life as we prefer IM, our bank account can get compromised.  Cyber safety “remedies”: limiting the time spent online (for children we can do it through parental controls), managing our contact lists, keeping in touch with real people on a face-to-face basis, protecting our passwords, PINs, tokens and choosing safe transactions with reliable websites.
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Cyber safety – Basic terms

Spam - the use of electronic messaging systems to send unsolicited bulk messages, especially advertising, 

indiscriminately. 

Computer virus - a computer program that can replicate itself and spread from one computer to another. The 

term "virus" is also commonly, but erroneously, used to refer to other types of malware programs that do not 

have a reproductive ability. 

Predator - an adult Internet user who exploits vulnerable children or teens, usually for sexual or other abusive 

purposes.

Inappropriate content - content which breaches norms or standards on social, religious, cultural or other 

grounds

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tell participants this is the vocabulary they should get familiar with when talking about cyber safety. EXAMPLES: Spam – all annoying recurring messages coming to our email inbox or via sms etc.Computer virus – self replicable program spreading from one computer to anotherPredator – adult offender exploiting children or teens onlineInappropriate content – content which breaches the norms (can differ from one culture to another, one country to another, one community to another)Privacy settings – there is a tab i.e. in all social networks where you can limit the amount of your information you want to be visible, i.e. you can hide the year of your birth or your home address; Parental control – this is another useful tab; you can limit your child’s or your student’s access to different services, i.e. you can decide that your students are only allowed to use certain services or they are banned from using some other service; There are different kinds of parental controls: 1. content filters, which limit access to age appropriate content, 2. usage controls, which constrain the usage of these devices such as placing time-limits on usage or forbidding certain types of usage, 3. computer usage management tools, which allow parents to enforce learning time into child computing time, and 5.  monitoring, which can track location and activity when using the devices.Remind participants that the whole training suite is based on 10 terms, which are:Cyber safetyCyber bullyingDigital fingerprintOnline ReputationPrivacy settings/Parental controlsInappropriate contentNetiquettePlagiarismInternet gamesInternet addictionIf you find it useful – use slides from the training suite relating to the definitions and explain them. If not – encourage participants to take part in our workshops to get to know more.
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Cyber safety – Basic terms

Privacy settings - settings that allow the administrator (user) to control the collection, use, and 

distribution of personal data.

Parental controls - features which may be included in digital television services, computer and video 

games, mobile phones  and software. 

There are four categories of  P.C.: 

1. Filters,   

2. Usage controls,  

3. Computer usage management tools and  

4. Monitoring.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tell participants this is the vocabulary they should get familiar with when talking about cyber safety. EXAMPLES: Spam – all annoying recurring messages coming to our email inbox or via sms etc.Computer virus – self replicable program spreading from one computer to anotherPredator – adult offender exploiting children or teens onlineInappropriate content – content which breaches the norms (can differ from one culture to another, one country to another, one community to another)Privacy settings – there is a tab i.e. in all social networks where you can limit the amount of your information you want to be visible, i.e. you can hide the year of your birth or your home address; Parental control – this is another useful tab; you can limit your child’s or your student’s access to different services, i.e. you can decide that your students are only allowed to use certain services or they are banned from using some other service; There are different kinds of parental controls: 1. content filters, which limit access to age appropriate content, 2. usage controls, which constrain the usage of these devices such as placing time-limits on usage or forbidding certain types of usage, 3. computer usage management tools, which allow parents to enforce learning time into child computing time, and 5.  monitoring, which can track location and activity when using the devices.Remind participants that the whole training suite is based on 10 terms, which are:Cyber safetyCyber bullyingDigital fingerprintOnline ReputationPrivacy settings/Parental controlsInappropriate contentNetiquettePlagiarismInternet gamesInternet addictionIf you find it useful – use slides from the training suite relating to the definitions and explain them. If not – encourage participants to take part in our workshops to get to know more.
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We need cyber safety to protect:

Ourselves

Our children 

Our devices

From:

Malware

Inappropriate content

Any other harm

Cyber safety – why we need it?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How do we protect ourselves?	We avoid spending too much time online, don’t talk to strangers, don’t open links from unknown sources, protect our passwords, tokens, PINs 	etc, adjust privacy settings, manage our online reputation, remember to put online only the things we want to stay there foreverHow do we protect our children?	We talk to them about cyber safety and what we do to protect ourselves, encourage them to follow cyber safety rules, adjust privacy settings 	together with them, adjust parental controls, talk to them on everyday basis to build trust and be aware of what is going on in their lifeHow do we protect our devices?	We avoid the websites we don’t trust (in order not to get a virus), use the external hardware only after checking it for viruses (never use an 	USB if we haven’t checked it), create separate accounts if we have different users of the same device (so that we can customize the settings)
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Cyber safety – is there a difference between 
online and offline rules?

The code of online behavior is based on the 

regular rules of real life. 

All the rules of real life are easily applicable to 

online conditions.

Some of the online rules are more specific 

versions of the offline do’s and don’ts (For 

example there is an offline rule that shouting 

at others is rude. Online version of shouting is 

using capital letters).

In general – if something is wrong in real life –

it will for sure be wrong online as well.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaking in general – the rules of real and virtual life are the same. They are common rules of cohabitation and coexistence with other human beings. However, some of them are slightly adjusted to fit virtual reality. For example – it is not really polite to repeat the same thing a couple of times. Online it is called spamming. It is also not really polite to shout – online we do it using capital letters. Using bad language is regarded as rude offline and online it is often just banned by the administrator and a person using bad language is excluded from the online community if he/she doesn’t obey the rule.Some of the online behaviors, although everyone agrees their offline equivalents are bad, are still presented online and their moral judgment is being put under discussion. For example downloading content. We know that when someone writes a book we cannot rewrite or copy it without the permission of the author. We also know that if someone has a CD and we want to have it too we have to go buy one for ourselves or borrow for a couple of days. But for some reason we forget that when we download an ebook without permission from unauthorized source or when we download a movie from some online movie library we do exactly the same as if we did it offline. This is theft and should be treated as such. But there is no need to get nervous! We have to start analyzing our online behaviors and comparing them to real life.  And then just follow the rules and everything is going to be OK. Once we realize taking someone’s property without asking is a crime we will know what to do no matter what the settings will be – online or offline.
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Cyber safety – what we do?

Teach

Guide

Give Ideas

Warm

Protect

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As adults we have certain obligations towards children in our family, community and society as a whole. The first of these, from the day the child is born, is to teach him/her everything. Second, when we give them basic knowledge or skills  - we have to guide them. While we guide them and encourage the use of skills/knowledge we should give them new ideas to develop their skills and make the best of the skills they already have. When we teach them and guide and give ideas, they begin to explore the world and we have to warn them that there are also threats they may encounter. Try and make it in a way you don’t scare the child as this might prevent him/her from further exploration. Talk about the dangers and the ways of avoiding them. And the last but most important thing – we have to constantly protect children from harm. It doesn’t mean removing any obstacles – children learn by making mistakes and facing problems – but we have to be careful and try to identify the threats that we should remove from our child’s way.
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What is cyber safety?

Why do we need it?

Who is responsible for maintaining cyber safety in a school?

Cyber safety – what have we learned in this 
lecture?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Encourage participants to answer those questions. If they are not willing to answer – tell them. Cyber safety is the safe and responsible use of information and communication technologies. In other words this means staying safe when using different devices to interact with others (mobile phones, tablets, PCs etc.). Cyber safety organizes our knowledge about the rules of cyber space. Cyber safety rules help us enjoy online activities without fear or shame; All IT users are responsible for cyber safety. In a school the IT staff is involved in ensuring cyber safety but the whole school community should be involved in maintaining it, making others aware of it and reporting in cases when someone is breaking cyber safety rules.
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Thank you

For more information,

please contact us at info@safespace.qa

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Closing slide – you can leave it on when participants approach you to ask additional questions or exchange contact details.


